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Report to Date: Piloting a Model 
 
iSWOOP stands for Interpreters and Scientists Working on Our Parks. The National Science Foundation 
(project #1323030), funded the piloting of a model of professional development for national park interpreters 
to advance STEM learning for visitors. Educators at TERC, a nonprofit based in Cambridge, MA, collaborate 
with biologists at Winston-Salem State University and its Center for Design Innovation. The goal is for 
interpreters to offer programs to visitors that highlight on-site research.  

iSWOOP promises   
    On-site professional development, with field-based and seminar-style experiences  
 Field-based experiences, increasing interpreters’ awareness of scientific park-based research;  
     Library of compelling visualizations, including still images, video footage, animations, and graphs 
 Opportunities for interpreters to reflect on and expand their strategies for promoting inquiry;  
 A model with potential to increase connections among rangers and researchers across the park system. 

Timeline Review 

 

Components of iSWOOP 
 In addition to on-site professional development, interpreters receive feedback on programs, ongoing contact 
with scientists and project leaders via email, blog, conference calls 
 The park has received equipment including iPads and a mobile cart with laptop and 60" screen 
 Interpreters have become conversant in technologies such as thermal imaging and laser scanning.  

Gauging Interpreters’ Response: Data sources   
Applications, pre- and post-program surveys  

14 interpreters; 
100% completion rate  
Cohort 1: 7 permanent interpreters, 2 seasonal interpreters + one supervisory interpreter;  
Cohort 2: 5 seasonal interpreters 
Pre-program surveys were administered prior to professional development; post-program surveys were 
administered after interpreters had several months in which to implement iSWOOP visitor programs.  
 
Interviews with interpreters 

Interviews with a subset of interpreters conducted before professional development, midway through, and for 
some eight weeks after initial training 
 
 
 
PD Session Evaluations 
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14 interpreters 
100% completion rate 
Gathered on the final day of the PD sessions in January and June 
 

Blog 

104 posts; 215 comments  
Posts initiated by13 of 14 interpreters ; 2+ posts and more than 3 + comments from 10 of the 14 interpreters 
January 2014-September 2014 
Themes included predicted and reported visitor response; attitudes toward incorporating technology; the role 
of observation (in scientific studies, for visitors participating in programs, for interpreters in attending to 
audience needs).  

Gauging Visitors’ Response: Data sources  
Visitor traffic and iSWOOP program activity 
Carlsbad Caverns receives most of its visitors in March, June-
Sept., and December 
 

Observations 

26 interactions with interpreters facilitating programs based on 
Hristov and Allen’s research 
90%, 9 out of 10 iSWOOP interpreters working at the park Summer 2014 were observed.   
June, July, August, September (total of 10 days.)   
Researchers took ethnographic field notes, which were later scored on several dimensions including use of 
technology and images, visitor engagement and opportunities for interaction, conveying of on-site research 
and scientific content related to bats.  
 

Interviews 

12 small group “person on the street” interviews with visitors who participated in an iSWOOP program  
August and September 
 

Feedback Logged--includes visitor response collected by interpreters 

102 programs 
Logs completed by 12 of the 14 interpreters 
January-Sept. 2014 
Reflects programs delivered to 683 participants in formal and informal programs 
 

For information on the project 
A report of the project will be available in 2015. For information or questions on iSWOOP, contact:  

Martha Merson, PI martha_merson@terc.edu 

Nickolay Hristov, co-PI nickolay.hristov@centerfordesigninnovation.org 

Louise Allen, Senior Scientist allenlouise@gmail.com 

Cynthia Char, Evaluator cynthiachar@earthlink.net 

Winter   Summer    Fall  
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Preliminary Findings 
iSWOOP fosters multi-directional communication about park-based research.  

The most valuable part of iSWOOP is the face-to-face interaction with Drs. Nick and Louise, getting to 
know them personally, learning what they are discovering about our bats, learning about the equipment …, 
participating in the LIDAR survey, and getting to use some great video and pictures …. 

 iSWOOP provides a structure and point of access for park-based research.  
10 of the 14 interpreters named research knowledge and access as the biggest benefits of iSWOOP.  
I find the opportunity to see the research most valuable. It is better to tell people how the research works if 
you know about the research. In many parks it happens behind the scenes and the interpreters are only told 
about the end result. We are asked to talk about something we are expected to take on faith. 

 iSWOOP encourages conversation, where interpreters listen and question more and talk less. 
9 of the 14 interpreters reported that iSWOOP had enabled them to look at visitor engagement differently.  

It helped me put some energy back into my programs and approach them a different way. Oftentimes the 
default for our programs is to do all the talking. This helped me step back from that. 

I've realized that I should let the visitor define the parameters of the interaction more, especially in family 
settings. When I hear a question, instead of immediately swooping in to answer, let the adults in the group 
respond first, and let them invite me to participate. This has been richly rewarding …. 

I let people do more of the observing rather than pointing stuff out and, at times, they shine light on 
something that perhaps I missed the first time around. I am more willing to answer questions with 
questions in order for the visitor to get to their own answer. 

 iSWOOP encouraged scientists and interpreters to go beyond one-way information transmission.  
Just about half the sessions observed (14 sessions; 54%) used a range of interactive techniques of working 
with visitors at evident and/or exemplary levels.  

I was also very glad to have had the opportunity to talk to the researchers, ask questions and collect data. 
That experience is something I can share with visitors … [to] inspire them to think about the world in a 
dynamic way (a place where things can change and we can ask why or how is it changing). 

Given targeted professional development and compelling visual imagery, interpreters can craft and 
deliver programs for the public on park-based research, in spite of obstacles. 

I am an interp ranger, whose job it is to know how to engage the public …. Thanks to iSWOOP, we now 
have better imagery and media to show the public. 

The data and media files that researchers have shared with us are incredibly 
valuable. Visitors have an opportunity to see directly the researchers’ work.  

 Interpreters listed the challenges to incorporating science research into programs 
with visitors (prior to iSWOOP). In their applications, blog posts, initial 
interviews, and on pre-program surveys, interpreters described problems: 
- accessing scientific research (mentioned by 6 interpreters on surveys) 
- making scientific information accessible and understandable (7 interpreters on surveys).  

The biggest challenge for me is my ability to understand the science research so that I may incorporate it 
into programs. I find that science research now is very specialized and complicated. I like to know the 
context of ongoing research and how it fits with or changes our current understanding 

 Prior to iSWOOP interpreters were especially critical of their ability to  
- convey to visitors the scientific bat research being conducted at CAVE 
- make sense of images such as laser scans and video footage from thermal cameras.  
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 Following iSWOOP training, interpreters reported that they had improved in their ability to 
- make sense of such images: 11 out of 14; 79% 
- explain areas of scientific bat research being conducted at CAVE:  79% 
- generate excitement about park-based research:  71% 
My own personal science literacy has been drastically improved. How are we to be good residents of this 
planet if we barely understand it and our impact? 

 

 Observations of iSWOOP programs confirmed that interpreters were knowledgeable and adeptly delivered 
programs with content based on park-based research.  
- in 22 sessions (84%), interpreters explained technology in use and drew on researchers’ images 
- in 16 sessions (61%) they were explicit about on-site scientific research.  

 

 iSWOOP is affecting how interpreters see their work and workplaces. 
… The methods we have been encouraged to use in our iSWOOP programs are the NPS future of 
interpretation. … I have truly appreciated the improvement in my workplace. The interpretive 
conversations between coworkers, the feedback, seeing how my fellow interpreters work with the same 
resources... priceless. This is a craft we must learn together.  

With iSWOOP, interpreters increase visitors' engagement with park-based research.  
Most of them thought that seeing scientist's work presented this way was different. It was not a presentation 
of facts so much as an opportunity to see things they weren’t expecting to. 

Interpreters and visitors examined high-speed video of the bats’ emergence, thermal footage from the roost; 
and used high-speed video of different bat species to talk about wing structure and function. They discussed 
patterns related to precipitation and colony size. The idea that researchers are working at national parks was 
new and impressive. Visitors explicitly commented on this in 18 of 102 programs. 

The comment that stood out most to me was where one lady talked about how she didn't even know the park 
was being used for research. 

One person said that they had no idea anybody was researching bats. Someone else didn't realize that the 
National Science Foundation was publicly funded.  

Most people expressed a lot of enthusiasm for the fact that in their very own national parks research was 
ongoing.  

Once we pilot the model even if it’s seen as successful, it’s not clear who "owns" it, that is who 
initiates implementation with other park-based scientists.  
We expect to continue to work with people from many NPS divisions to explore how the initiative, with its 
promising results, can best be integrated and leveraged for further benefits. Interpreters are well aware of the 
missed opportunities to interact with scientists. 

 I have found that there is a disconnect between the park interpreters and the scientific researchers. It 
seems that often research being done is being kept for the scientists while the interpreters are being left 
with the public domain information. 

iSWOOP is one way to address the disconnect. Evaluator, Cynthia Char, of Char Asso. concluded,  
iSWOOP offered a rarely experienced form of contact and collaboration between park interpreters and 
scientists that increased interpreters’ knowledge, first-hand experience, and passion about on-site scientific 
research. Furthermore, the iSWOOP training and approach appeared successful in enabling interpreters 
to strengthen both pedagogical techniques for working with and ability to convey scientific content to 
visitors. 


